Meanwhile, in another dimension...

At last!
An interdimensional rupture!

Probably caused by some major cosmic event!

Grow! Grow, small breach!
And unveil this new world to ENSLAVE and DOMINATE!

Oh my...

Now that’s interesting.

This must be my lucky day...
A dimension inhabited by intelligent creatures!

Faster, small breach!

Grow! Muhaha, hahaha!

Phew! What a great party, my friends!

Hey Pepper, Saffron and I just realised we have no clue how your Chaosah magic works.

It’s quite the mystery. Would you tell us more about it?
Haha, it’s a little difficult to explain.

Well, you could say that it’s based on the understanding of the underlying laws of chaotic systems...
...from the smallest to the largest.

Hold on, let me show you a simple example.

Well, that certainly clears things up.

Just give me a second with some good old Chaosah wisdom...

Gotcha!

See this skewer that was stuck between those cobblestones?
By picking this up I’ve surely prevented someone from stepping on it.

A small, positive change in the grand chaotic system of existence can have tremendous consequences.

That’s what Chaosah is all about!
Oh yuck!

Ewww! That thing was in someone’s mouth!

Ha ha! Impressively as always, Pepper!

Alright Pepper, thanks for this... “explanation”.

It’s time to go to sleep now, isn’t it? And for someone to wash their hands.

Hey! Wait up!

Flick!

Tuck! Tuck!

POW!

?
MuhahaHAHA! Finally!

ATTACK!!!
Don’t worry, Carrot. That’s probably just some people still partying.

Alright, sleep tight!
Really? She managed to set off such a large-scale chain reaction, without even realizing it?

No doubt about it.

Ladies, I think this Pepper of ours is finally ready!
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Open-source and permissive
I want to give people the right to share, use, build and even make money upon the work I've created.
All pages, artworks and content were made with Free/Libre Open-Sources Software on Gnu/Linux, and all sources are on Pepper&Carrot website, Source menu. Commercial usage, translations, fan-arts, prints, movies, video-games, sharing, and reposts are encouraged.
You just need to give appropriate credit to the authors (artists, correctors, translators involved in the artwork you want to use), provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the authors endorse you or your use.
License: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0

Quality entertainment for everyone, everywhere
Pepper&Carrot is a comedy/humor webcomic suited for everyone, every age. No mature content, no violence. Free and open-source, Pepper&Carrot is a proud example of how cool could be free-culture.
I'm focusing a lot on quality, because free and open-source doesn't mean bad or amateur. Au contraire.
Let's change comic industry!
With less intermediary between audience and artist you pay less and I benefit more. You support me directly.
No publisher/distributor/marketing/fashion can force me to change Pepper&Carrot to fit their vision of 'the market'.
. . . Why not a single success couldn't 'snowball' a whole industry in crisis? We'll see...

Help me boost Pepper&Carrot production today

Thank you for reading!
David Revoy